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Dragon’s Chance™ 

Dragon's Chance is a 5-reel, 3-row video slot with 243 ways to win. Ways to win means 

that the player wins any time they spin a winning combination from left to right on the 

reels. Winning combinations are achieved by landing identical symbols, at any position 

on adjacent reels, and in any form of a “line”. Only the highest winning combination of 

one symbol is paid out per way. Wins from different symbols are added up. 

 

Wild  

During the base gameplay, the WILD symbol is a multicolored DRAGON. It substitutes 

for all other symbols except for the SCATTER symbol. During the FREE SPINS, the WILD 

symbol on reels will be visible as one of the DRAGON symbols chosen at the beginning 

of the BONUS GAME: white, red, black, yellow or green. The WILD symbols can appear 

only on the middle three reels. 

 

Scatter  

The SCATTER symbol can appear on all reels. Only one SCATTER can appear on each 

reel. Landing three or more SCATTER symbols on adjacent reels creates a winning 

combination. Three or more SCATTER symbols trigger a BONUS GAME feature. WILD 

and SCATTER symbols cannot appear simultaneously on the same reel. 

 

Bonus Game 

When the BONUS GAME feature is triggered, the player chooses 1 out of 5 available sets 

with a varying number of FREE SPINS, for which WILD symbols’ multipliers are randomly 

awarded throughout the FREE SPINS session out of 3 possible options. FREE SPINS 
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are played at the triggered bet. The BONUS GAME can be retriggered, always at the 

same bet as the initial round. 

 

Bonus Game Retrigger 

The BONUS GAME is retriggered if 3 SCATTER symbols appear on reels during FREE 

SPINS. Each retriggered BONUS GAME is accumulated, and their remaining number is 

displayed at the top of the reels, on the pouch icon. After the last of the FREE SPINS 

from the awarded BONUS GAME round has ended, the next accumulated BONUS GAME 

will be triggered, and the player will be asked to choose again from 1 out of 5 available 

sets of FREE SPINS options. 

 

Multiplier Bonus 

During FREE SPINS, if the ENVELOPE symbol appears both on 1st and 5th reel 

simultaneously, the player will win a bet multiplier bonus. The multiplier is random and 

can range between 2 and 50 × bet. During FREE SPINS, ENVELOPE symbols will also 

still create winning combinations. 

 

Extra Chance 

With the EXTRA CHANCE feature set to “on”, the player will get 5 more FREE SPINS 

during every BONUS GAME, either won or retriggered. The cost of EXTRA CHANCE is 

an additional 20% of the player’s current bet stake. Activating the EXTRA CHANCE 

feature will affect the BONUS GAME only by adding to it more FREE SPINS, and has no 

impact on the regular game mode. It means that the ways to win will always be paid the 

same amount, regardless of whether the EXTRA CHANCE feature is on or off. 

 

 


